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I. GOAL OF THE FILM
 

To demonstrate that the future of both Panama and the Panama 
Canal are inextricably linked to the condition of Panama's
 
natural environment.
 

I I. CENTRAL THEME 

A stable future for both Panama and the Panama Canal will depend
 
on a fundamental shift in attitude toward the country's natural
 
resources --
away from the current attitude that sees an unlimited
 
frontier of endless fertility and towards a recognition of the
 
unique characteristics of a tropical ecosystem, of its limitations
 
as well as its possibilities. 
 This new attitude will open the
 
possibility of planning for a future that will enhance, instead
 
of undermine, both Panamanian society and the Panama Canal.
 

III. KEY POINTS
 

1) The current practices relating to slash and burn cultivation,
 
cattle ranching, logging and colonization of new lands are unsuit
able and highly destructive. 
 If allowed to continue they will
 
lead to severe econon,;: and social disruptions.
 

2) These same destructive practices also pose a direct threat to
 
the Panama Canal by altering and destabilizing the Canal's water
shed.
 

3) Tropical ecosystems are unique and fragile (as opposed to
 
temperate ecosystems) and science is only just beginning to under
stand them. 
By examining indigenous agricultural practices and
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aiming for a low input, regenerative approach, new possibilities
 
are emerging for viable agriculture and land use practices in the
 
moist tropics.
 

4) Panama is fortunate in that it still has time to make some
 
adjustments, given its relatively small population of two-million
 
and the extent of its remaining forest reserves.
 

IV. AUDIENCES
 

1) Policy makers and planners in Panama; along with professionals 
in resource management.
 

2) General public in Panama, including high schools, universities,
 
citizen activist groups (Lions, Rotary, emerging environmental 
organizations) and television. 

3) Planners and policy makers in Central America, as well as de
velopment professionals working in the region.
 

4) Public television in North America. 

5) University courses in the U.S., particularly on environment 
and natural resources, land use planning, etc.
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V. OUTLINE FOR: 
 "PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS"
 

1. Opening
 

Over a satellite view of the isthmus, the camera pulls back to reveal
 
the western hemisphere, and the NARRATOR begins:
 

"Panama,. 
a small Latin American republic. It sits at the very
 
heart of the western hemisphere, and for the last five-hundred
 
years it's been a world crossroads.
 

"The country'stwo most important natural resources are: its 
strategic position. 
. . and its land. Both have sustained the 
region for centuries, and both are now threatened." 

The scene shifts to a Panamanian peasant-farmer. With a machete
 
he is clearing the trees and bushes from a small plot of land. 
 In
 
the distance an ocean-going freighter makes its way across Gatun
 
Lake.
 

NARRATOR: "It's 
a unique moment for Panama, poised between its 
rich past. . . and its possible futures." 

The main title fades on: "PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS"
 

Over a series of historical scenes (old engravings, paintings
 
and maps-):
 

NARRATOR: "Ever since the Europeans first set foot on the isthmus, 
the area's fortunes have risen or fallen according to its popular
ity as a short-cut between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 
 The Span
iards hauled Peruvian gOId and Pacific pearls across the fifty-two miles 
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of the Camino Real... and cities at either end of the trail 
thrived as 
trading and cultural centers. 
 In times of decline of
 
trans-isthmian commerce, the glitter of those cities faded and
 
the people turned to the land to sustain them: to grow their food,
 
graze their animals, supply their timber. 
Cities to the west like
 
David, Santiago, Chitr and Penonome rose as centers for farmers
 
and ranchers of the region.
 

"By 1855 fortunes on the isthmus were the rise again,on first with 
the railroad carrying fortune-hunters to the goldfields of California, 
and later with the great inter-oceanic Canal, built to serve world
 
shipping and 
 the United States Navy." 

Over scenes of Panama City today: 
 the banking center, shipping, etc.
 

NARRATOR: 
 "Today, there are two Panamas: this one pulses to
 
the beet of world shipping, of international trade and banking.
 
But it is also buffeted by the fluctuations in the international
 
system. 
 In the wake of a huge borrowing spree and high interest
 
rates, it, too, is burdened with massive foreign debts.
 

"The country's most important source of income is that generated by

virtue of its crossroads position. 
 Over 60% of its Gross Domestic
 
Product (check) 
 comes from this Panama, the 'Zone of Transit,' 
with the Canal and all the business that's grown up at this trading 
juncture. 

"But to supplement those earnings, they are turning to the other
 
Panama: the land." 

Scenes of logging; stringing barbed-wire.fencing around recently
 
cleared lands: 
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NARRATOR: 
 "By logging their forests of valuable hardwoods, and
 
encouraging the clearing and settlement of those forest lands, they
 
hope to ignite the economy, to pay debts overseas and provide jobs
 
and services at home." 
 Over scenes of rural peoples: "Of course
 
a good many Panamanians, over a third of them, are not connected
 
to the fast-paced international-Panama, to the Canal 
or the banks.
 
They have always sought their living from the land. 
 They are the
 
descendants of the original inhabitants: the Kunas, the Chocoes, 
the Guaymis. . . and those descendants of the Spanish settlers: 
the Interioranos. But as their numbers increase they, too, are
 
asking more of the land. 
 To them the government says: "Go conquer
 
the jungle frontier. the road to the forest promises land, jobs
 
and a better future."
 

Over a shot of a newly constructed road up a hillside, with the
 
forests on either side being cleared, the NARRATOR concludes the
 
opening sequence:
 

"But that road into the remaining tropical forests of Panama is
 
causing some to pause and ask, 'Isthis the way to meet the country's
 
need for more fGreign exchange? And the campesinos' need to grow
 
Food? Can these tropical lands really yield the wealth being asked
 
of them?'"
 

Following is a description of the remaining sequences of the film,
 
and the issues to be covered.
 

2. Traditional Land Use and Recent Chanqes
 

An old farmer walks around the fields he once cultivated as a young 
man -- they're barren now, and two scrawny cows gnaw at some green 
stubble; there are patches of exposed earth and rock, and a deeper 
gash in the distance indicates gully erosion. The farmer talks about 
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how most of this area, the La Villa Valley on the Azuero Peninsula, 
was once covered in forest. 
With his father, he and his brothers
 
would clear small patches of the forest, using their machetes; they
 
would burn the cuttings and then plant corn and beans. 
 His father
 
and uncle decided which areas could be cleared for planting, and 
which had to be left alone; it 
was all carefully controlled.
 

The sequence goes on to describe the traditional system of slash and 
burn, so typical of subsistence agriculture in much of the tropics; 
it explains how it remained workable for centuries as long as popu
lation densities were low. 
 But the traditional mechanisms for
 
maintaining it began to break down here in the early years 
of this century. The population grew when mortality fell as a result
 
of the malaria eradication campaign of the canal-builders. With more 
mouths to feed, more forests were cut and turned into fields. At the
 
same time ranchers along the coast were expanding their herds to 
supply another growing demand: the canal-builders' appetite for beef.
 
Hence the ranchers sought new pasture lands in the nearby hills.
 
Farmers, instead of letting their cleared lands return to forest,
 
now sold out to the cattlemen for a small profit. 
 But the lands
 
couldn't hold up for long. 
Poor soil meant poor nutrition in the
 
grasses, and where five head of cattle once grazed on a hectare of
 
pasture, soon only a single head could survive. 
 The cattie overgrazed
 
the pastures and their hooves tore up the thin soil, exposing it 
to
 
erosion by the tropical rains.
 

So farmer and cattlemen alike were continuously on the move, search
ing for new lands and leaving degraded and abused landscapes in their 
wake. Between 1950 and 1980 the forests of Panama shrunk 30%. 

To conclude this sequence the old farmer tells how he sold out to
 
a cattleman in 1967 and moved his family to the Boquerdn Valley,
 
just a 
few miles from the Panama Canal.
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3. Two Panamas Collide In The Canal Watershed 

One area that drew land-hungry farmers and cattlemen was the vicinity
of the Panama Canal. Over the years local peasants had grown bananas 
for export, and there had been a timber industry at different times,
but for the most part the watershed of the Panama Canal was blanketed 
by tropical forests -- a lure which was to prove irresistable to
 
land-hungry campesinos. For one thing, there were roads for access 
to markets inthe old Canal Zone, in Colon and Panama City. 
 Infact,

the whole area proved so attractive that in one ten-year period, the 
population of the watershed of the Panama Canal jumped almost 50%,
 
from around 69,000 in 1970 to over 100,000 in 1980. The watershed,
1,289 square miles of forests, grasslands, rivers and lakes, thus became 
the first battleground between the two Panamas, where the needs of the 
campesinos began colliding with the needs of the Zone of Transit.
 

The old farmer from the previous sequence now sits on the porch of 
his homestead in the Boqueron Valley, one of the tributaries of
 
Madden Lake, in the Canal watershed. 
 He talks of the problemz he
 
now faces: he's 
 running out of land to cultivate, and the government 
says he can't cut a fresh plot from the forest nearby. The local 
Guardia even took away his new machete. So what's he supposed to do?
 
he asks defiantly. 
 Just sit on his hands? How is he supposed to
 
feed his family? Is the government going to come and give him welfare? 
They might as well come and cut off his hands, he concludes in disgust. 

Only a few small patches of forest remain on nearby hills. Cattle 
cling to the steeper slopes and the scars of erosion dot the land
scape. With the massive in-migration of settlers into the Canal
 
watershed has come an 
 equally massive cutting of forests: by 1983 70% 
of the total watershed had been cleared of forest, giving way to farms
 
and cattle grazing.
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4. The Canal As A Giant Water Machine 

The Panama Canal, 
it's a true marvel of 20th Century engineering,

and a monument to the determination and dedication of those who
 
built it. But for its smooth operation this man-made wonder de
pends on its natural environment, on its watershed. 
For the Canal
 
is 
more than just a waterway with locks and control towers 
-- it is
 
in fact a giant gravity-operated water machine: 
 it collects and
 
stores rainfall 
in its two artificial lakes, Madden and Gatun, and

then releases the water, 52,000 gallons at a time, to 
lift and lower
 
ships through the locks at either end of the isthmus.
 

To keep the Canal open and operating, there must be a predictable

supply of water, as well 
as the capacity to store that water for
 
controlled release. 
 To do this, the Canal's watershed must be kept

in 
a healthy and stable condition.
 

Yet the Canal's watershed has been anything but stable in recent
 
years, given the massive in-migrations and the vast areas of forest

that have been cut. 
 In 1950 the watershed was 85% forested (check).

In 1985 less than 30% remained under forest cover.1
 

A hydrologist with the Panama Canal Commission explains the effects
 
of this deforestation on the watershed: 
he talks about the rivers

becoming "flashier', when their upstream areas have been stripped of
forest -- the volume of water rises more abruptly during periods of
heavy rain, making it all that trickier to moiiitor 
and maintain the 
correct water levels in the storage lakes. 
 If the level of the lakes
 
gets too high during a storm, they must go into emergency flood
 
procedures and release water through the floodgates. If they wait
 
too long, disastrous flooding could overwhelm the locks, throwing the

equipment out of operation and closing the Canal. 
 On the other hand,

if they release too much water, they're loosing valuable hydro-electric
 

1Frank H. Robinson, "A Report on the Panama Canal Rain Forest."
Panama Canal Commission, January 1985.
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generating potential, as well as reducing the water in storage. 
And
 
of course it's this water in storage that runs the Canal.
 

The hydrologist also worries that increasing deforestation of the
 
steep slopes above the storage lakes, particularly Madden, will
 
mean more erosion, with more sediment building up on the bottom of
 
the reservoirs and hence reducing their storage capacity. 
 If they
 
don't have enough water, they may have to 
limit the number or size
 
of ships going through the Canal, particularly during Panama's four
month dry season. 
 In 1977, after a poor rainy season, the Canal was
 
forced to ration its water, restricting the draft of ships to 36
 
feet instead of the usual maximum draft of 39 
 feet. They calculate
 
that each foot of draft in a large ocean-going cargo vessel equals
 
$15,000 in 
revenue for the shipping company. 
 So when you start limit
ing the draft, you're playing around with profits, and alternatives
 
to the Canal then start to interest shippers.
 

As a senior Canal administrator explains: 
 "This Canal is a business,
 
and it has to remain attractive and competitive for its customers."
 
The solution to the 1977 water shortage was to dredge the shipping
 
channel and make it deeper. 
He goes on: "But still we depend on
 
having enough water to run the ships through, and we certainly don't
 
want to have to undertake a lot of expensive dredging to deal with
 
sediment washing down from the deforested hillsides 
-- it just makes
 
a lot more sense to keep those steep slopes under forest cover and
 
try to maintain some zort of stability in the watershed."
 

Over scenes of the watershed the hydrologist picks up the thread:
 
"As Panama has grown, so there are now other pressures on this important
 
watershed. 
When the Canal was first built this was 
a thick jungle.
 
Now, there are roads, housing developments, farms, a cement factory;
 
they even tried to open a gold mine up one of the rivers. And the
 
can pesinos who continue to arrive from the Interior, they clear the
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slopes and run cattle, all of which is pretty destabilizing stuff.
 
Now there's a lot of change that can and should take place. 
 I'm
 
not saying 'stay out of the watershed and leave it untouched.' But
 
right now the change is all pretty chaotic, it's out of control.
 
I'm especially worried about additional clearing on the really steep
 
slopes, like the upper Chagres River. Fortunately for now, it's
 
still under good forest, but it won't be for long at the current
 
pace of things.
 

"Fifty years ago nobody thought this would ever happen; thirty years
 
ago nobody thought itcould ever happen at this rate. 
 Now we can
 
see that the current rate of change in this watershed poses a real
 
threat to the Canal."
 

5. Economic Importance of The Canal and The Zone of Transit
 

Any threat to the Canal 
is of course a threat to international 
shipping. In this sequence examinewe the role the Panama Canal 
plays in world trade and its role in the Panamanian economy.
 

By far the biggest users of the Canal 
are the United States and
 
Japan. An animated map demonstrates the major shipping lanes that 
use the Canal: the most significant connect the two coasts of the
 
United States; next are the lanes connecting Japan with eastern U.S
 
ports as well 
as ports in South America.
 

U.S. and Japanese trade together account for 70% of the traffic
 
through the Canal. But in 
terms of all U.S. trade, Canal traffic
 
amounts to less than 18%. 
 It's the economies of Colombia, Ecuador
 
and Peru that are much more dependant on the Canal; some 50% of
 
Ecuadorian trade goes through the Panama Canal, most of it time
sensitive, like perishable bananas. 
 Closing the Canil, delays, or
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increase in tolls would have a devastating effect on these
 
economically vulnerable countries.
 

If the Canal were closed, or became too expensive, U.S. and Japanese
 
shippers would seek alternatives. Already there's an oil pipeline
 
in 
western Panama since supertankers cannot fit through the locks;
 
there's 
a "Land Bridge," a containerized rail service connecting
 
southern and central U.S. cities with west coast ports; and there 
are other oceart routes from the eastern U.S. to Japan: in the case 
of coal from West Virginia, it's cheaper to ship it in large bulk 
carriers through the Suez Canal and on to Japan than to send it
 
through the Panama Canal. 
 Hence all these alternatives compete with
 
the Canal for business. 

And as far as the United States military is concerned, the last time
 
the Canal was of crucial national security interest was in 1943,
 
during the early stages of gearing up to wage war in the Pacific.
 
Since then, the U.S. Navy and its strategists have always viewed the
 
Canal as 
a bottle-neck and have made sure they have contingencies
 
that don't depend on the Canal. So for the biggest users of the Canal,
 
it's a convenience; higher costs or closure would cause disruption,
 
to be sure, but adjustments would be made. 
 It took the international
 
shipping community only a few years to adjust to the closing of the 
Suez Canal. The answer: build the supertankers for the longer ocean
 
routes around the land masses of the globe.
 

Should the Canal begin to loose business, the effects on Panama would
 
be devastating. Canal revenues, along with all the business that has
 
grown up because of the Canal, represents.some 60% of the country's.
 

economy (check).
 
0 

Thus the people with the- biggest stake in a healthy future of the
 
Panama Canal, are the Panamanians themselves.
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6. Environmental Deterioration Elsewhere Panama & ItsIn Implication 
For The Zone of Transit 

The old farmer who showed us where he farmed as a young man, and 
later described the problems he faces trying to grow food in the 
Canal watershed, now talks about his grown sons. They have gone 
to the east, to the jungles of the Darien, looking for land to 
clear and cultivate. There's simply no future for them here.
 

This man's sons are just part of a 
major human migration currently
 
underway in Panama: 
 as new roads are built into the tropical forest,
 
land-hungry colonists move in,they clear the trees to grow their
 
crops and, in a 
few years, they sell out to cattlemen, moving on to
 
repeat the process.
 

Scenes from an undisturbed rain forest, rich in its diversity of life, 
give way to a deafening chain saw slicing into an ancient mahogony, 
and then to a solitary colonist swinging his machete against the
 
remaining vegetation as his transistor radio plays in the background. 
Nearby, cattle graze placidly on a steep slope, while gashes of red
 
earth reveal that erosion has begun. The NARRATOR: "The frontier,
 
that seemed so fertile, that appeared to hold such promise, soon
 
decays beyond recognition. 
 And still, the process continues."
 

At this rate of destruction, 80,000 hectares a
year, it's estimated
 
that all forests in Panama will be gone in 23 years. 2
 

And the impact on Panama of losing all her forests? Take the timber
 
and construction industries: 
 the cost of wood has skyrocketed
 
in the last five years. Already Panama was importing $2million
 
worth of lumber in 1983. In less than 20 years, by the year 2005,
 
they will have to spend $34 million a year for their imported lumber.
 

2Emil Jones, from his paper "Desarrollo Forestal de Panama"
(trans.: "Forest Resource Policy Issues"), for MIDA, RENARE,
 
FAO and UNOP. November 1984
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And this at a time when the world will be in short supply of timber,
 
according to the FAO.

3
 

Panama already has a serious unemployment problem; loss of the
 
lumber industry will 
mean the loss of still more jobs.
 

As these soils are exposed and abused, the 25% of the population 
that depends on them for their subsistence will have no place to 
grow their food. The cattle that attempt to graze on these poor
 
pastures will further degrade land,the threatening with erosion 
the roads, reservoirs and . . . the Panama Canal.
 

So what kind of life will there be? Will unemployment rise? Will
 
there be food shortages? 
 Will the urban slums swell with refugees
 
from infertile lands? 
 Will there be social unrest? The scenario
 
is already a familiar one in Africa. 
Is Panama, too, headed toward
 
a time of increasing disorder and instability?
 

These rhetorical questions will be raised by thoughtful Panamanians
 
who will the,t go on to point out that clearly, something must be
 
done to slow down and eventually reverse the destruction of Panama's
 
natural environment, her forests, her land. 
JLst as the Canal de
pends on a stable watershed, so too does the entire society depend 
on a stable environment.
 

7. Panama's Dilemma 

A Panamanian naturalist tells us that the issue facing Panama is 
how to make their environment productive without destroying it:
 
"First, there neeas to be a shift away from seeing the forest theas 
unlimited frontier of golden opportunity, just waiting to be ex
ploited. 
 Instead, there needs to be a recognition of the limits,
 

'Emil Jones, Op. Cit.
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as well as the possibilities, of this tropical environment. 
A
 
shift away from exploiting the land till it collapses, and towards 
treating the land as 
a valuable, and renewable resource. We need
 
to ask ourselves how can we start to live with Nature's design?"
 

8. The Nature of Tropical Ecosystems
 

A good place to begin to answer the naturalist's question is by 
understanding something about tropical ecosystems. 
With maps and
 
animation, this sequence explains why tropical soils differ so
 
dramatically from those in the temperate regions of the world:
 
within these latitudes the combination of high temperatures and
 
often heavy rainfall have taken their toll. 
 Over time the soluble
 
minerals, essential nutrients for plant life, -- potassium, cal
cium and magnesium -- have all been weathered out of the rock and 
soils, leaving behind infertile formations. Only where there are
 
active volcanoes, or river deposits rich in these minerals, does
 
one find fertile soils in the tropics,
 

The scene shifts to the interior of a lush rain forest. 
The narra
tion continues: "Under these nutrient-poor conditions Nature has 
devised an ingenious system: the tropical forest. 
 It supplies 
its own nutrients in the vegetation -- the luxuriant growth, as it 
decays on the forest floor, provides the nutrients for the growing 
species. The soil itself contributes little to this plant life.
 
Peoples throughout the tropics have understood this, and so they
 
cut and burn the vegetation, thereby releasing the nutrients for 
their crops. 
 But once the ground is exposed to the harsh tropical
 
sun, and to the heavy rains, the few nutrients are soon washed away
 
and weathering of the tropical soils accelerates. If the forest is 
not allowed to return, to reclaim the land and protect it from heat 
and rain, the land soon decays to a moonscape. Hence the importance 
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of retaining healthy, natural forest adjoining cleared land, so it
 
can reclaim and restore what humans have exhausted.
 

The great rain forests of the world are the ena product of millions
 
of years of evolution. 
There are more species of trees in half a
 
mile of rain forest in Panama than there are spread over the entire
 
eastern United States. Tropical forests 
are highly diverse natural
 
systems, and many of the species are so specialized that they exist
 
only in symbiosis with a 
single other species.
 

The most exquisitely designed, the most productive system for the
 
tropics is,therefore, the tropical forest. 
The more we learn about
 
these forests, the more we learn about the delicate and intricate 
web that binds together all life on this planet. 

The sequence concludes with an example of that web of life: American 
swallows, warblers, thrushes and vireos, they all depend on the 
forests of Panama -- it's their land bridge as they migrate between 
North and South America. Yet their extinction will have a deeply 
felt impact on insect control in the agricultural fields and home 
gardens of North America. 

9. Environmental ly Conscious Development In Panama 

.So how can humans fit into this intricate web of life without des
troying it? And how can they take from it what they need for their 
own survival and well-being? This sequence will begin to address 
these questions by looking first at how traditional forest peoples
have lived, and then explore some of the recent, scientifically-based 
attempts to devise an appropriate agriculture for the tropics. 
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One of the best indigenous people to learn from are right here in 
Panama: the Kuna. 
They live on the hundreds of coral islands just
 
off the coast, on the Atlantic side of Panama. 
Every day they
 
travel in small canoes to the mainland to tend their farms. 
 Their
 
agriculture, similar to that of other indigenous peoples of the
 
American tropics, is modelled on how the forest itself works: 
 their
 
crops are not laid out in 
neat rows of a single species; instead
 
their pineapple, cassava, bananas, cashews, beans, etc. are all
 
mixed in together. 
Some plants are nitrogen-fixing and assist other
 
plants to grow; the debris decays, mulches and eventually nourishes
 
the living plants. The luxuriant vegetation helps retain moisture
 
and shield the ground from over-heating by the sun. 
 They don't have
 
to worry about sudden infestation of pests and the ground stays safe
 
from erosion.
 

To people used to the agriculture of the temperate regions, with crops

planted in straight rows, it looks messy and chaotic. 
But scientists
 
are now beginning to study these traditional agricultural systems to
 
see what they can learn from them. It's a nw field and they've given
 
it a new name: agroforestry. 

On the shores of Lake Gatun, overlooking the shipping lanes of the
 
Panama Canal, Dr. Guillermo Ocana of the Smithsontan.'s Tropical
 
Research Institute is seeirg how he might 
restore these deforested, 
overgrazed and unproductive lands. The owner arrived here some 20 
years ago from the Interior. He purchased the land from a campesino
who had moved in and cleared the forest just a few years earlier. In 
the beginning, things were pretty good for him, his two sons and their 
families. There forest land nearbywas to clear for their crops and 
they ran cattle on the land no longer suitable for corn and beans. 
Fifteen years ago he could manage five head of cattle per hectare; 
today he can barely graz one head per hectare. He has only three 
cows left now; most of his pasture lands have been taken over by 
weeds that the cattle won't touch, and nothing else will grow. 
His
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sons have left for another forest frontier near Portobello on the 
Atlantic Coast. 
 There's no 
future for them here in Las Pavas. 
 So
 
when Dr. Ocara approached him with the offer to try 'scientific 
methods' in an attempt to get something to grow, he said to go ahead, 
he's old and has nothing to loose. 

Oca:'a's first step was to fence off a small plot of ground to pro
tect it from the wandering livestock. Inside the fence he planted

liricidie trees and cutsu. Both are nitrogen-fixing and, as they 
grow, their foliage is 
cut and worked back into the soil 
as mulch,
 
to begin to improve it. He's planted some acacia trees as dry season 
fodder for the cattle and some guand' to help control weeds. 
 These
 
are all species native to the tropics and so far, about a 
year into
 
the experiment, they are 
all growing well. In another year, after
 
they've worked more of this mulch into the ground, Dr. Ocafa is going

to plant corn and beans, observe them carefully and measu,.e the 
yields at harvest. 
The whole point, he explains, is to find an in
expensive way to protect the land, and to restore some fertility to

these soils. If he succeeds, then perhaps there is 
 a way for local 
people to make a living from this land Instead of abandoning it in
 
search of more virgin forest to cut down.
 

Elsewhere, where the forests have already been cut, there are some
beginning attempts to reforest and establish wood plantations to 
help meet the country's demand for lumber. 

But there is still no major commitment for these kinds of restorative 
efforts, nor is it yet clear how effective any of these new approaches 
will be. 

One thing, however, has become clear: to change course requires a
conscious effort, a comnitment to take charge and carefully plan the 
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use of natural resources. Panama can no longer afford the wild land
 
grab of a frontier era. 

And nowhere is this more apparent than with the Panama Canal. 
 The
 
hydrologist from an earlier segment asserts that anyone running the 
Canal needs to understand the watershed, and understand the human
nature interface. 
 Instead of this chaotic, out-of-control destruc
tion of the lands and forest, we need to devise a plan for the care
ful development and management of the watershed. 
He sketches in
 
broad outline some of the elements of a plan: by keeping the steep
 
slopes above Madden Lake forested, that is the upper reaches of
 
the Chagres, Boquerdn and Pequeni rivers, we can stabilize river
 
flows and prevent sediment build-up in the reservoirs and shipping 

channels.
 

The gently rolling lands around Lake Gatun are suitable for pasture
 
and farming, but always with a mind to keeping the soils protected
 

from sun and rain. 

There's no reason why some areas can't be more fully developed with 
housing, roads, small business, etc. But the development must be
 
carefully monitored and not exceed what the system can handle in
 
terms of sewage, agricultural runoffs, etc. Not to be mindful of 
these considerations could affect the quality of the drinking water 
for the cities of Panama and Colon, and it could lead to an explo
sion of aquatic weeds that endanger canal shipping. 

Already some Panamanians have begun thinking along the lines of a 
master plan for the watershed of the Panama Canal. In fact, there 
are already three such plans. But there is confusion and disorgan
ization among the twenty-three government agencies and countless 
private organizations anrd individuals who all have an interest in 
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some aspect of the watershed. The roads department, the farmers,
 
the banks that make loans to cattle ranchers, the cement factory,
 
the fishermen, the sanitation department, the forestry department,
 
the housing department, they all have agendas of their own and
 
there is still 
nc consensus on how to manage this watershed, much
 
less who should have the authority to tell everyone else what they
 
can and cannot do.
 

And while Panama wrestles with its overwhelming debt, its high un
employment and its political problems, the government has not yet
 
given the problem of the Canal watershed high priority.
 

Still, there are Panamanians who feel strongly that this problem
 
is indeed crucial to Panama's future and does deserve a high 
priority.
 

10. Conclusion
 

The Panamanian naturalist from an earlier sequence talks about the 
need for Pan~anians to start learning how to manage their natural 
resources .... "We. need to do it for the sake of the Canal, and 
we need to do it for the sake of the rest of the country. If we 

outcan work a way of managing the watershed of the Panama Canal, 
then we can apply that skill elsewhere in Panama. Because the
 
Canal is not a 
separate entity that can carry on regardless of 
what's happening in the rest of the country. The Canal istied to
 
Panama, and the rest of Panama is tied to the Canal. At present 
there's a push to increase our agricultural and livestock output,
 
to increase logging, to earn more foreign exchange because we can't 
generate enough from the Zone of Transit alone. Well, if we're not 
careful, this strategy will boomerang on us, because the destruc
tion of the land will have a
major impact on our Zone of Transit." 
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The final scene is an 
aerial view of the isthmus, 5,000 feet up.

The camera pans from the Atlantic, across Gatun L along the 
Gaillard Cut and to the Pacific. To the west are rolling grasslands, 
occasionally criss-crossed by roads. 
 To the east rise the steep,
 
forested slopes of the Chagres River.
 

The NARRATOR concludes: "As other countries in the world struggle
 
under the crushing burdens of exhausted resources dnd environmental
 
refugees, Panamanians can find sblace in still having some time. 
 It's
 
not much, but there is an opportunity, before the last forests are
 
gone, to find a 
new way to live with their tropical environment, to
 
choose another road into their future.
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS"
 

Tentative Production Schedule & Funding Needs
 

1986 
 Funding Needs
 

June - August Fundraising $16v200. 

September 15 Start-up $20,000 

October Preproduction (U.S. & Panama) 

October 15 For Wet Season photography $90,000 

November Panama: West Season photography 

December Syncing, logging, translations 
(2 weeks) 

1987 

February 16 For Dry Season photography $50,000 

March - April Preproduction and Dry Season 
photography in Panama 

May 1 Begin postproduction $90,000 

May - July Editing 

August Fine-cut, mix, subtitle work $40,000 

September 16m answer print (English)
".ideo cassette (Spanish) $15,628. 



-- 
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

Tentative Budget
 

For a one-hour, 16mm film covering two shoots
 
-- wet and dry seasons -with final versions in English (16m) and Spanish (video) 

March, 1986 

BUDGET SUMMARY
 

RESEARCH 
 $ 16,200. 
PREPRODUCTION 

12,565.
 

PRODUCTION: Phase I 
 98,108.
 

PRODUCTION: Phase II 
 50,009.
 

POSTPRODUCTION 

144,946.
 

TOTAL 
 $ 321,828.
 
I

,e -- m, el~ lla
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

TENTATIVE BUDGET 

I. RESEARCH 

Producer/director (2 wks. U.S., 1 wk. Costa Rica,
3 wks. Panama): 6 wks @ 1,250/wkReserach assistant: 2 weeks @ 450/wk 

DC-Costa Rica-Panama-DC: I person
Per diems: 1 person

7 days Costa Rica @70/daj
21 days Panama @19/day

Local transportation: vehicle, driver, gas
4 weeks @175/wk 

Office overhead: 1 months @ 1,200/mo. 

7,500. 
900. 

828. 

490. 
1,869. 

700. 

1,800. 

Sub-total 

15% contingency 
$ 14,087. 

2,113. 

TOTAL 
$ 16,2C0. 
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

TENTATIVE BUDGET 

II. PREPRODUCTION 

Producer/director (3wks. U.S., 1 wk. Panama): 
4 weeks @ 1,250/wk

Production assistant (U.S.): 4 weeks @ 450/wk
Location assistant (Panama): 2 weeks @ 250/wk 

Washington-Panama roundtrip: 1 person
Per diem, Panama: 1 person, 7 days @89/day 
Local transportation: vehicle, driver, gas 

1 week @175/wk 

Office overhead 

$ 5,000. 
1,800. 
500. 

828. 
623. 

175. 

2,000. 

Sub-total 

15% contingency 

$ 10,926. 

1,639. 

TOTAL 
$ 12,565. 
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"PANAMA: 
 AT THE CROSSROADS"
 

TENTATIVE BUDGET
 

III. PRODUCTION
 

Photography: 
 Phase I (Wet Season Shoot: Oct/Nov)
 

Producer/director: 
 4 weeks @ 1,250/wk 
 5,000.
Production assistant (Panama): 
 4 weeks @ 250/wk 1,000.
Cameraman: 
 4 weeks @ 2,000/wk 
 8,000.
Soundman (incl. equipment): 4 weeks @ 1,750/wk 
 7,000.
Camera assistant: 
 4 weeks @ 800/wk 
 3,200.
Stills photographer (local): 
 8 days @ 150/day 
 1,200.
 

Camera equipment rental: 
 4 weeks @ 1,250/wk 
 5,000.
Additional back-up equipment rental 1,500. 
Crew and equipment insurance 
 2,000.
Negative insurance, 1 year 
 4,200.
Filming permits & Liaison 


SQ.
 

Air travel: Washington-Panama roundtrip
 
3 persons @ 828/person 
 2,484.
Air freight, excess baggage, 
customs clearance 
 4,000.


Local transportation:
 
9-passenger van rental: 
 4 weeks @ 250/wk 1,000.

Fuel: 4 weeks @ 80/wk

Driver: 4 weeks @ 175/wk 

320.
 
700.
 

Crew subsistence and lodging:
 
6 persons X 12 days (rural) 0 41/day 
 2,952.
4 persons X 16 days (Panama City) @ 89/day 
5,696.
Gratuities and miscellaneous 


1,000.
 

Film stock: 
 100 400' rolls 7291 @ 72/roll 
 7,200.
Processing and printing: 
 40,0001 @ .248/ft. 
 9,920.
Productions stills: 
 stock, processing and prtnts 
 400.
h" magnetic stock: 
 80 900' roils @ 6/roll

Sound transfer: 45,000' @ .055/ft. 

480.
 
2,475.
 

Helicopter rental: 
 4 hours @ $500/hr 
 2,000.

Tyler mount & camera

Air freight, Miami-Panama roundtrip (camera & mount) 750.
 

1,650.
Additional insurances 

Airport delivery & pick up 

400.
 
60.
 

Cont'd . . .
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

TENTATIVE BUDGET 

PRODUCTION, (cont'd) 

Photography: Phase I, (contid) 

Lab aeiveries 
400.Union pension & welfare 1, 0Y1.
 

Tax on materials and supplies 
 1,024.
 

Sub-total 

$ 85,311.
 

15% contingency 

12,797.
 

TOTAL 

$ 98,108. 

enotography: Phase II (Dry Season Shoot)
 

Producer/director: 
 3 weeks @ 1,250/wk 
 $ 3,750.
Production assistant (Panama): 3 weeks @250/wk

Cameraman: 2 weeks @2.OO0/wk 

750.
 
4,000.Soundman (incl. equipment): 2 weeks @ 1,750/wk 3.500.
Camera assistant: 2 weeks @800/wk 1,600.Stills photog-apher (local): 5 days @150/day 750. 

Camera equipment rental: 2 weeks @1,253/wk 2,500.Additional back-up equipment rental .800. 

Crew insurance 
Equipment insurance
Filming permits & liaison 500.
 

Air travel: Washington-Panma roundtrip

4 persons @828/person
Air freight, 3,312.excess baggige, custom clearance 
 4,000.


Local transportation:

9-person van with driver and fuel
2 weeks @505/wk 
 1,010. 

Cont'd . . . 
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS"
 

TENTATIVE BUDGET
 

PRODUCTION, (cont'd)
 

Photography: Phase II, (cont'd)
 

Crew subsistence and lodging:
 
1 person X 16 days (Panama City)

@ 89/day 
 $ 1,424.

3 persons X 9 days (Panama City)

@ 89/day 
 2,403.

5 persons X 5 days (rural) @ 41/day 1,025.


Gratuities and miscellaneous 
 1,000.
 

Film stock: 40 400' rolls 7291 @ 72/roll 2,880.

Processing and printing: 16,000' @ .248/ft. 3,968.

Production stills: stock, processing and prints 
 150.
 
" magnetic stock: 40 900' rolls @ 6/roll 240.
 
Sound transfer: 20,000' @ .055/ft. 
 1,100.
 

Lab deliveries 
 300.

Union pension & welfare 
 1,200.

Tax on materials and supplies 
 424.
 

Sub-total 
 $ 43,486.
 

15% contingency 
 6,523.
 

TOTAL 
 $ 50,009.
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

TENTATIVE BUDGET
 

IV. POSTPRODUCTION
 

Producer/director: 
 4 months @ 5,000/mo. 
 $ 20,000.
Production manager: 
 4 months @ 1800/mo. 
 7,200.
Editor: 12 weeks @ 1,250/wk 
 15,000.
Assistant editor: 
 12 weeks @ 450/wk 
 5,400.
Translator (for interviews): 4 weeks @ 500/wk 
 2,000.
Narrator: English (buyout) 
 600,
 

Syncing, translating, organizing for first
 
phase photography: I month Editing room
rental and supplies 
 1,000,
 

Editing suite: 
 18 weeks @ 225/wk 
 4,050.
Supplies 

Interlock screenings, video transfers 

800.
 

Yellow edge numbering: 112,000' @ .03/ft. 
600.
 

3,360.
Additional edgenumbering: 19,600! @ .03/ft. 
 588.
Additional transfers and rough mixes for Spantsh/

English translations: 
 20 hrs. @ 30/hr. 600.

and 10 hrs. @50/hr. 1,100.
Transcript typing and copying 
 900.
 

Animation, graphics and maps 
 12,000.
Additional rostrum shooting 2,500.Opticals (titles, credits) 2,500.
Library footage and rights 4,000.Music, comroser and copyrights 
 8,000.
Subtitles (English) 
 2,250.
 

Narration recording, wild (English), 4 hours 300.
Sound mixing: 10 hours @ 285/hr. 
 2,850.
Additional copies M & E plus protection copy
Transfer to optical sound negative: 
250.
 

2100' @ .26/ft. 546.Mix travel: DC/NY roundtrip & expenses: 
2 persons @ 200/person 
 400.
Negative cutting (incl. 2,000' black leader @ .10/ft.) 
 2,200.
 

1st answer print (liquid gate) from A & B rolls: 
2100' @ .55/ft. 
 1,155.2nd answer print (Liguid gate) from A & B rolls: 
2100' @ .41/ft.
Interpositive (liquid gate): 861.
Z100' @ .56/ft. 
 1,176.
Subtitled negative: 210' @ 1.14/ft. 
 2,394.
 

Cont'd . . . 
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"PANAMA: AT THE CROSSROADS" 

TENTATIVE BUDGET
 

POSTPRODUCTION, Lcont'd)
 

Conposite check print: 
 2100'@ .20/ft. 
 $ 420.
2 release prints: 2100' X 2 @ .119/ft, 
 500.
 

Union pension & 
 1,800.
Office assistant (parttime): 4 months @ 900/mo. 3,600.

Shippi ng/messenger/l ab deliveries 

Legal and accounting 500.
 

1,000.
Office overhead: 4 months @ 1,200/mo. 
 4,800.
Tax on materials and supplies 840.
 

Spanish version (video only) 
 6,000.
 

Sub-total 
 $ 126,040.
 

15% contingency 
 18,906.
 

TOTAL 
 $ 144,946. 
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810 for SANDRA NICHOLS; Producer/Director 

Recent Credits: 

"THE FOUNTAINS OF PARADISE." Broadcast on American Public Television,
NOVA series, 1984. Filmed in Sri Lanka, about a major irrigation and
resettlement project that aims to resurrect the glory of the Buddhist
civilization that flourished in the same area 2,000 years earlier. 
Producer/Di rector. 

Funded by WGBH-TV, The World Bank, The Ford Foundaticn,
The United Nations Development Programnie. 

"THE FRAGILE MOUNTAIN." PBS, NOVA series, 1982. Filmed in Nepal,
about the Himalayan environmental cris! where population growth, de
forestation and soil erosion are un&%rminiig the life support system
for hundreds of millions of people. Producer/Director. 

Awards: 1983 CINE Golden Eagle; Audubon International
 
UiTrnmental Film Festival; Berlin 
 International
Agricultural Film Festival; Trento (Italy) Festival of 
Mountain Films; Banff (Canada) Festival of Mountain Films;
1983 Arbor Day Award; Population Action Council Award for 
Media Excellence. 

Distribution: Broadcast in Canada (CBC); England (BBC);
Holland and Australia. In distribution in Norway; Denmark;
Holland: the U.S.A.; Canada and worldwide. Frequent
screenings in Africa; Asia and Latin America. Active, non
theatrical distribution in tho U.S.A. (universities and
htgh schools). Used extensively by U.S. and international 
development agencies. 

"THE BATTLE OF WESTLANDS." PBS Special, 1980. Filmed In California's 
Central Vailey, about the struggle between large agri-business interests and small family farmers over gove.nmnt water subsidies in
the Wastlands Water District. Co-producer/Director. 

Awards: Du-Pont Columbia Award for Broadcast Journalism,
including the first special prize for Independnt Produc
tion (1979-80); Peabody Award; Documentary Awards at San 
Francisco and Chicago International Film Festivals. 

cont'd . . .
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SANDRA NICHOLS, (Blo), cont'd
 

"MRAGOLI." 1976. Fllmd in Kenya; a one-hour documntary onthe social and economic dimensions of the population problem asdescribed by the men and women of a village in Western Kenya.
Producer/Oi rector. 

Oistribution: Educational distribution in the U.S. and
Europe, andis used extensively in workshops by thePeace Corps, U.S. State Department, United Nations and
the World Bank as ell as developmnt agencies in
Scandanavia, Kenya, Indonesia and Bangladesh. 

Education:
 

BA, Anthropology, Stanford University, 1967.

MA, Broadcasting and Film, Stanford University, 1974.
 


